Drop the EPH-Bomb!
This Hot New Thermogenic Will Blow Your EPHing Mind!

No supplement on the market today can empower you to beast it up in the gym like EPH-Bomb. It's like turbo-charging your muscles with the power of a thermonuclear reactor!

For thousands of years, the powerful *thermogenic* herb ephedra has been used to naturally accelerate human metabolism. Incredibly, EPH-Bomb can actually increase the heat in your body -- and boost energy by oxidizing fat more efficiently.
**EPH-Bomb** truly is “the bomb” of workout energy enhancers! It literally ramps your metabolism up to maximum overdrive!

And ... while EPH-Bomb is a workout stimulator, and not a diet supplement, it also helps control your appetite – so you can start cutting it up at your very next workout.

$34.99

Add to Cart

Directions: As a dietary supplement, we recommend that adults take 1 capsule of EPH-Bomb first thing in the morning. Adults may take an OPTIONAL SECOND SERVING (1 capsule) in the afternoon. **DO NOT EXCEED 2 CAPSULES DAILY.** Do not take EPH Bomb too late in the day as it may cause sleep deprivation. Do not use for more than 45 days consecutively. **Store in a cool dry place away from moisture & sunlight.**

The Science & Technology Behind EPH-BOMB

Our EPH-Bomb enhances the shredding effects of ephedra by adding stinging nettle root extract to the formula.

**EPH-Bomb also contains yohimbine,** a bark extract which gives you an even bigger energy surge – by pumping more adrenaline into your bloodstream!

Best of all, EPH-Bomb uses a form of clinically proven ephedra leaf extract that is 100% legal. It’s approved by the FDA and totally safe – and not the dangerous “alkaloid” extract from the plant stem once used irresponsibly in banned weight loss supplements.

So you get the energy boost and appetite control of ephedra ...
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